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About the ACCA Study Hub
The ACCA Study Hub provides eligible students studying for the following Strategic Professional exams  
with access to study material:

 n Advanced Audit and Assurance (INT)

 n Advanced Financial Management

 n Advanced Performance Management

 n Strategic Business Leader

 n Strategic Business Reporting (INT)

For each of the exams listed above, the Study Hub contains:

 n  Textbook material delivered in a digital platform covering the whole syllabus

 n  Short quizzes to test your understanding as you progress through the chapters

 n  Practice and revision questions, to help prepare you for your exam.

THIS GUIDE WILL HIGHLIGHT THE KEY FEATURES OF THE 
STUDY HUB TO GET YOU STARTED, AND ALSO PROVIDE 
SOME TOP TIPS TO ENSURE YOU MAKE THE MOST OF  
YOUR TIME WHEN USING THE HUB.



Logging in
RECOMMENDED STUDY HUB ACCESS METHOD: via MyACCA
The quickest way to access the Study Hub by logging in to MyACCA using your MyACCA username and password. 

Once on the landing page, look for the link named ‘Africa Hub (Strategic Professional)‘. Selecting this link will take you 
into the Study Hub. 
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ALTERNATE STUDY HUB ACCESS METHOD: via ACCAGlobal
Another way to login to the Study Hub is from the Study Hub Information page on the Africa instance of the 
ACCAGlobal website. After clicking the link provided on the page, use your MyACCA credentials to access the Hub.

https://login.iam.accaglobal.com/?RequestID=33BCF7B3F22E9A85F3E8E696A3A08E6F8C3CA6CA8A1D8D7124A6558EA434BEB4&MajorVersion=1&MinorVersion=0&ProviderID=https:%2F%2Fsso.accaglobal.com:443%2Famagent&IssueInstant=2020-09-11T13:21:18Z&goto=https:%2F%2Fsso.accaglobal.com%2Fpls%2Forasso%2Forasso.wwsso_app_admin.ls_login%3Fsite2pstoretoken%3Dv1.2~A5220E8E~5120947C7178A40B7A9151B6FCF8EE1AAFF7D3DDAF2EFBB4A2EA5E7AA019462209D7A627F7B80C12F16F224F23CD2EC1A994E67F6180F5E7EF35336AFEAC38949199B4D88F18B6AF515F3293322835EE5136144F5A871EF8A2D722BA115D1D0399E9C02FDA6B003862851977EF1FC80FF886769E4923216AC5AF71DC1200635CB1CD12B387544297C90F805B3AB41FBD698B0A90942C7F07497B26913E88815D83AB1115D94C54C3CF169BCA0076EDCAB23B7DE835B8A974A8B009F1A3A3D2C1%26ampostpreserve%3D5c6a834b-4d5b-4ef7-9d36-5f2bdac9d4af


User Portal
After logging in to the Study Hub, you see the Study Hub User Portal. The 5 exams included in this pilot are listed on 
this page.

The left margin provides quick links to ACCA’s learning Provider directory, to other ACCA resources and to ACCA’s 
Practice Platform. These will open up in a separate page on your browser.

To access the study materials for an exam, either select the exam name from the My Exams drop down menu, or, if you 
have already accessed the exam previously, you may use the Go to Exam button. 
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The exam will load, and you will then see the Table of Contents of the study text.

TIP: Once an exam has been fully loaded, all the content for the exam can be accessed offline as long as you do not 
navigate out of the exam. Your progress will be synced once internet connection is re-established.



Table of Contents
On the left of this screen you will see that the content for each exam is organised into Chapters, Flashcards, Quizzes 
and Practice. There is also a Search function where you will be able to search for key words. The Chapters link will 
always take you back to the Table of Contents.

The middle section of the Table of Contents screen lists the study text Chapters for the exam, including chapter 
sections and subsections. Use these entries to navigate directly to any chapter or section within the study text, enabling 
you to jump in and out of chapters and sections as you please. 

Every exam includes a downloadable ‘Syllabus and Study Guide’ and our handy ‘Essentials on One Page’ document.
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Chapter structure and Rate Your Confidence 
Every Chapter begins with a Visual Overview that links the concepts covered within the chapter.

Navigate through the sections within a chapter by using the back and next arrows. As you cover each section, use the 
‘Rate Your Confidence’ feature to record how you are feeling about what you have just read. 
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As you rate more sections, a useful summary builds up which you can access using the Confidence Levels tab. This 
summary allows you to filter on areas of confidence, for example enabling you to return to areas of low confidence 
during your revision phase.



Confidence levels also appear, colour coded, in the Table of Contents. 
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At the end of each chapter is a mapping to the syllabus Learning Outcomes covered in the chapter.



There is also a Summary section, which includes access to the Chapter Quiz and to one or more essay-style questions 
relevant to the chapter.
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Quizzes
To test your understanding of each chapter, take the chapter quiz by clicking on the Quiz button, for example Chapter 
1 Quiz.
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Each quiz has 5 questions which are marked automatically. At the end of the quiz, you will be provided with your mark. 
Use the Review button to reveal the correct answer, with explanation, and to see a reference to the relevant section.

The Quizzes can also be accessed from the left navigation pane. This opens the Quiz Dashboard, which provides a 
summary of your Quiz results and enables you to reset your quizzes to try them again.



Chapter Practice questions
To try an essay-style question when you have completed a chapter, click on the Related Questions link on the right margin. 
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You can plan your answer by making notes in the box provided. 

Once you have considered your answer, click on Confirm to reveal the suggested solution, and compare your plan 
against it.



The end of chapter questions can also be assessed from the Practice link on the left navigation pane. You will find these 
chapter questions in the bottom half of the Practice page.
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Revision Questions
Once you are ready to begin your revision, you will find a bank of exam standard revision questions accessible from 
the Practice link on the left navigation pane. These questions work in the same way as the essay-style end of Chapter 
questions. However, Revision questions may cover topics from more than one chapter.



Tools
(BROWSER, CALCULATOR, FORMULA SHEETS, HIGHLIGHTER, BOOKMARK, NOTES)

The Study Hub provides several useful tools which are found in the ribbon in the top right of the screen.
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The Browse drop down provides easy navigation to other sections within the study text.

For all exams, there is also a handy Calculator tool. 



For AFM and APM, the relevant formula sheets are available from the Toolbox.
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Use the highlighter tool to highlight important points. To remove a highlight, use the eraser tool. All your highlights will 
be compiled into a summary which you can access from the Highlights tab.



Use the Bookmarks tool to mark or flag sections. These will be recorded in the bookmarks tab. To preview what you 
have bookmarked, click on the ‘eye’ icon.
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To create a Note, click on the pencil icon. A box will appear for you to enter text and create a Note. A summary of the 
notes you have created can be accessed from the Notes tab. You can also print a summary of your notes from within 
the Notes tab using your browser’s Print option.



Flashcards
Use the Flashcards as a way to test your understanding of key definitions. The Flashcard feature is equally effective on 
desktop and on mobile devices.

For each Flashcard, you are able to rate your understanding against the definition. The rating of your last attempt will 
appear the next time you view that card.

The view list button allows you to see a list of the definitions covered in the Flashcards. You can also download a pdf of 
the definitions by using the Print button, which is available after you select View List.
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5 Top Tips!
1. RATE YOUR CONFIDENCE EXTENSIVELY! 
Rating your confidence as you progress though the chapters and sections will enable you to easily revisit the topics you 
find most challenging.

Let’s assume you have been through Chapter 1 of AAA and have rated your confidence for all sections.

When you return to the Table of Contents, you are able to easily identify the sections you rated as Low Confidence.

By rating every section when you first worked through the chapter, you are now able to target the sections you need to 
work through again, to improve your knowledge and confidence. The aim is to be confident in all sections, and to turn 
all ratings green!  
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2. USE BROWSE FOR QUICK NAVIGATION
When you are studying a section within a chapter, the Browse box is visible in 
the top right corner of the screen.

From the Browse box, you are able to search for sections across the whole of 
the exam that you are currently studying.

For example, if you know you wish to return to a previously studied section 
named Risk Assessment Procedures, simply type one word from the section 
name in the Browse box, for example ‘risk’. Then, every section which includes 
the word ‘risk’ appears in the filtered list below. 

To navigate to a section, scroll down the list and select the section you require.
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3. USE THE QUIZ DASHBOARD TO IDENTIFY KNOWLEDGE GAPS
The Quiz Dashboard lists the chapter quizzes and shows the scores you achieved for the quizzes you have taken.

Your quiz score provides evidence of how well you have grasped the topics covered in a chapter. If you scored less than 
4 / 5, that is a strong indicator that further study of that chapter is required. 

The dashboard also enables targeted study of knowledge you failed to apply correctly in the quiz. By clicking on a quiz, 
you are able to see which questions you answered incorrectly and to access those questions. When reviewing a question, 
you are able to use the Learn more about this topic link to navigate directly to the relevant section of the chapter.



4. USE THE STUDY HUB MOBILE APP IF UNABLE TO ACCESS THE BROWSER VERSION
Study Hub content and tasks are suited to a larger screen and keyboard than is available on mobile devices.

Therefore, the best user experience is provided on a desktop or laptop computer, with the Study Hub accessed via a 
browser such as Google Chrome.

However, to enable you to study when you do not have access to a computer or to the internet, the Study Hub may 
also be accessed via a mobile App. The Study Hub App is available from the App Store and from Google Play.

If you have a few minutes to spare and have your mobile device with you, our Top Tip is to use the Study Hub App on 
your mobile and to focus on the Flashcards and the Quizzes, as these tend not to require extensive screen space.    
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5. DON’T NEGLECT THE PRACTICE QUESTIONS!
Ensure you make full use of the Study Hub’s Practice Questions as these help you learn to apply your knowledge in 
different scenarios.

To succeed in exams at Strategic Professional level, you must be able to apply your knowledge to answer scenario-
based questions. The essay-style questions included in the Study Hub will help you to develop the skills required. 

At the end of each chapter, ensure you attempt the related question or questions available from the link on the right  
of the chapter Summary and Quiz screen. Later in your studies, work through the Revision questions listed in the 
Practice Dashboard.

In addition to planning your answers in the Study Hub, remember to practice producing full answers to questions, 
under exam conditions. 

If you are based in a country which has moved to Computer Based Exams at Strategic Professional Level, ensure you 
attempt full exams in the ACCA Practice Platform.
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